New On DVD & Blu-Ray

007 Skyfall Daniel Craig is back as James Bond 007 in Skyfall, the 23rd
installment of the longest-running film franchise in history. In Skyfall,
Bond's loyalty to M (Judi Dench) is tested as her past returns to haunt her.
007 must track down and destroy the threat, no matter how personal the cost.
When Bond's latest assignment goes gravely wrong and agents around the
world are exposed, MI6 is attacked forcing M to relocate the agency. These
events cause her authority and position to be challenged by Mallory (Ralph
Fiennes), the new Chairman of the Intelligence and Security Committee. With
MI6 now compromised from both inside and out, M is left with one ally she
can trust: Bond. 007 takes to the shadows - aided only by field agent Eve
(Naomie Harris) - following a trail to the mysterious Silva (Javier Bardem),
whose lethal and hidden motives have yet to reveal themselves. MGM
The Factory John Cusack stars as Mike Fletcher, a policeman consumed with
capturing a serial killer who's been abducting and slaying his victims with
impunity. But when Fletcher's teen daughter vanishes, the fixated cop sets
aside his badge to nab the murderer. His daughter locked away in a
subterranean dungeon by a dangerous zealot, Detective Mike Fletcher (John
Cusack) races to find her in that crucial 48 hours after she was abducted in this
relentlessly tense thriller from director Morgan O'Neill. Jennifer Carpenter and
Mae Whitman co-star. Warner
Small Apartments Trapped in a seedy LA apartment, Franklin Franklin (Matt
Lucas) has a dead landlord on the kitchen floor and is surrounded by eccentric
neighbors: the stoner (Johnny Knoxville) and girlfriend (Rebel Wilson), the
wanna-be stripper (Juno Temple) and the artist (James Caan). To add to his
chaos, a drunk investigator (Billy Crystal) is questioning him about his
landlord. But none of this fazes Franklin. He dreams of Switzerland, and
waits each day for an envelope from his institutionalized brother (James
Marsden). Then, one day the envelope doesn't come and Franklin becomes
unhinged. Little does he know...his crazy brother has the secret that will set
him free. Warner
Atlas Shrugged Part II Part two of Ayn Rand’s groundbreaking novel comes
to the screen in this thrilling and powerful drama. The global economy is on
the brink of collapse. Brilliant creators, from artists to industrialists, continue
to mysteriously disappear. Dagny Taggart, Vice President in Charge of
Operations for Taggart Transcontinental, has discovered what may very well
be the answer to a mounting energy crisis - a revolutionary motor that could
seemingly power the World. But, the motor is dead... there is no one left to
decipher its secret... and, someone is watching. It's a race against the clock to
find the inventor before the motor of the World is stopped for good. Fox
The Brothers McMullen Three brothers from Long Island try to reconcile their
lives and loves in this charming romantic comedy which won Best Picture at
the Sundance Film Festival. After their good-for-nothing father dies and their
mother leaves to be with the man she really loves, brothers Jack, Barry and
Patrick are left with only each other as they struggle with their own
relationships. Married Jack is tempted to have an affair; Patrick isn't sure his
fiancée is "the one"; and Barry can't deal with the fact that he is actually
falling in love. Written, directed by and starring Edward Burns, The Brothers
McMullen is a heartwarming look at matters of the heart. Fox
American Horror Story Brace yourself for an addictive thrill ride! American
Horror Story is TV's most original new drama, a deeply stylish psychosexual
haunt devised to keep you on the edge of your seat. The Harmon's (Dylan
McDermott, Connie Britton) fresh start in a new home deviously twists to
reveal discoveries of love, sex and murderous revenge. Featuring a Golden
Globe-winning performance by Jessica Lange, Season One scares up a host of
engrossing extras. Fox
Damsels in Distress Whit Stillman's Damsels in Distress is a wonderfully
off-beat comedy about a student, Violet (Greta Gerwig), who seeks to
transform life at her college. With friends Rose (Megalyn Echikunwoke) &
Heather (Carrie MacLemore) she takes under wing seemingly nice transfer
student Lily (Analeigh Tipton) who soon attracts the attentions of both
"playboy-operator" Charlie (Adam Brody) & dreamboat grad student Xavier
(Hugo Becker) - but it's Violet who will end up crushed. Sony
Karate-Robo Zaborgar When the safety of the world is at stake, Zaborgar
will save the day! Secret police officer Yutaka Daimon inherits a mighty robot
warrior named "Zaborgar," an invention of his late father. Equipped with super
weapons, expertise in karate, and the power to transform into a motorcycle,
Zaborgar assists Daimon fight against Sigma, the evil organization
responsible for his father's death. But when he discovers a beautiful female
robot under Sigma's control, their forbidden love shatters the once inseparable
crime-fighting team of Daimon and Zaborgar. Twenty-five years later, the
now-disgraced Daimon works as a chauffeur for corrupt Prime Minister
Wakasugi. But as Sigma unleashes a new robot menace upon the world, will
Zaborgar forgive, forget, and save the world form total destruction? Well Go
USA
Sound Of My Voice Brit Marling is "intoxicating" (The Huffington Post) and
"stirring" (People) in the year's most talked-about psychological thriller. A
filmmaker (Christopher Denham) and his girlfriend (Nicole Vicius) set out to
expose the beautiful leader of a cult (Marling), who claims to be from the
future. But the more they explore, the more danger they face in this ""an
intricate and taut thriller" (Claudia Puig, USA Today) from writer-actress
Marling and writer-director Zal Batmanglij. Fox
Last Will n this star-packed, taut thriller, Hayden Emery has it all. Young and
beautiful, she just married the man of her dreams, the handsome and wealthy
Frank Emery. But "happily ever after" is only in fairytales and her ideal world
soon begins to crumble. Her new brothers-in-law think Hayden is a "gold
digger" and are not happy about the union. When she realizes the Emerys are
slumlords - and convinces her husband to renovate on behalf of the
low-income tenants, rather than evict them to build luxury housing - the
brothers are livid. When Frank changes his will to make Hayden his sole
beneficiary, it's the final straw... and they're not going down without a fight.
After Frank mysteriously dies, the evidence indicates that Hayden is the
killer... but, determined to prove her innocence, she's not going down without
a fighter either. Green Apple
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Kill For Me A desperate victim of abuse and a young college student from a
troubled background team up to confront their greatest fears, only to find
the greatest fight is yet to come. Unable to afford the rent after breaking up
with her abusive ex-boyfriend, Amanda (Katie Cassidy) begins searching for
a roommate and meets Hailey (Tracy Spiridakos). Haley too has had her fair
share of hardships, but now she's determined to get an education, and
build a brighter future for herself. Before long the two women are living
together, and have sworn to help rebuild each other's shattered lives. But
things turn tense when Amanda's menacing ex-boyfriend begins to stir up
trouble, prompting both she and Hailey to try and make a clean break from
the past. Meanwhile, the more Hailey reveals about her turbulent history,
the more clear it becomes to Amanda that her new roommate isn't exactly
who she says she is. Sony
Company of Heroes Inspired By True Events... A company of American
soldiers is lost behind enemy lines during the Battle of the Bulge and makes
a horrific discovery a super bomb in development. The soldiers soon learn
about a secret allied mission to retrieve a defecting German scientist in
charge of a secret weapons program. Faced with impossible odds, the
company and an escaping POW go on a daring raid into the heart of Nazi
Germany in pursuit of the scientist. Starring Tom Sizemore, Chad Michael
Collins, Neal McDonough, Vinnie Jones and Jurgen Prochnow. Sony
Deadfall In the wake of a botched heist in Mount Pleasant, MI, sibling casino
robbers Addison (Eric Bana) and Liza (Olivia Wilde) are making a mad dash
for the Canadian border when their car careens off the icy road, and their
getaway driver is instantly killed. After a policeman stumbles across the
accident scene moments later, Addison impulsively pumps him full of
bullets, gives half of the cash to Liza, and insists that the pair split up. Later,
as the desperate Addison holes up in a secluded hunting cabin, Liza stands
shivering by the side of the road, where she's eventually picked up by
ex-con and former Olympic pugilist Jay (Charlie Hunnam), who's on the run
from the police himself following a scrape with a Detroit gym owner. Upon
learning that Jay is heading to his parents' house for Thanksgiving, Liza tells
her brother where they will be, and Addison manages to reach the home
first, quickly taking Jay's mother June (Sissy Spacek) and father Chet (Kris
Kristofferson) a retired sheriff hostage. The situation turns critical when Jay
and Liza arrive at the house to find Addison holding June and Chet at
gunpoint, and as the group gathers around the table the local police begin
to close in. Meanwhile, with his options quickly running out and his sister
falling for a hostage, the trigger-happy Addison seems capable of snapping
at any moment. Magnolia
The Coalition Dating a professional athlete opens up an A-list whirlwind of
VIP nightclubs, charity galas, upscale spas, and lavish gifts - but it can also
lead to a world of deception, cheating and heartache. A group of women
form an unlikely alliance to get revenge on a superstar baller and his friends
for playing them. For these playboys used to getting whatever they want
whenever they want it - all that's about to change. But in this game of who's
playing who, some discover that revenge has a price all its own. Magnolia
Sins: The Wages of Sin are Deadly One man's violent Mafioso past returns
with a vengeance in this crime drama featuring Danny Glover and Michael
Madsen. David is living in New York City and working for the volatile Don
Fredrico when hazy visions of his violent early years in Sicily begin bubbling
to the surface of his memory. There, he was a member of the notorious
Sicilian Cortello family. But he incurred the wrath of the powerful Don
Michele in an act of bitter betrayal. Now David is desperate to embrace his
Italian roots. Fleeing the city by train, David sets out on a tragic collision
course with Don Federico, and meets enigmatic priest Father Leonard
(Danny Glover), whose own dark past bonds him to the mysterious Mafioso.
Green Apple
Ironman Armored Adventures Season 2, Vol. 2 Join Tony Stark and his
friends as they battle it out to keep control of his father's company, Stark
Enterprises and protect the original Iron Man armor! Watch as he fights
villains to save his position as the original Iron Man all while being a normal
teenager. Will he be able to help a fellow super-hero regain his power? Or will
he turn his back on him in an effort to protect himself? Anything can
happen in the superhero world of Iron Man Armored Adventures! Vivendi
Annoying Orange The High Fructose Adventures of Annoying Orange
follows YouTube sensation Annoying Orange along with his band of
produce buddies as they navigate the time-space continuum in their
magical fruit cart. From Prehistoric Era to Colonial Times, Orange and the rest
of the crew are dropped into random adventures and forced to squeeze
their way out. Gaiam / Vivendi

